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Deathmaking Again
Baad news! So much deathmaking material has accummulated since our
last deathmaking issue (October 86) that we have to devote an issue to it
lest we drown in copy.
The years 1985-1986 have been something of a breakthrough year for death-
making. There has been a flood of books (plus of course other publications) by
"ethicists." lawyers. theologians, philo~ophers. human service people, and
others promoting all sorts of deathmakings for all sorts of victims. By and
large, these works invoke pretty much the by now monotonous old new arguments,
leaning heavily on concepts of quality of life, the distinction of something
which they consider "real life" from something often referred to as "mere
biological life.," and radical notions of self-determination and the privatization
of morality, and especially deathrnaking. And everywhere, there are the cHches,
such as "painful dilemma," "quality of life," "personhood," etc.
*A philosophy professor at the University of Victoria in Canada, Eike-
Hemmer Kluge, has been busily promoting deathmaking. In 1975, Yale 'University
published his book (since out of print) on The Practice of Death. In 1981.
his book Ethics of Deliberate Death came ou~;:;-' 1985, he published (with
law professor Joseph Magnet of the University of Ottawa as senior author)
Withholding Treatment from Defective Newborn Children. In 1986. the two
authors published a similar report with the same title. Note the
progression in the explicitness of the titles, and the last two publications
called for deliberate killing of impaired newborns (referred to in terms such
as "dependent vegetables", via what it called "a useable model for ethically
acceptable deliberate deaths," and invoking yet again the "quality of Hfe"
construct. Also, a dangerous distinction made by Kluge (e.g., 1981) is a
differentiation. between ','humanbeLngs" (or "humans") and "persons." Human
beings are said to be biological entities which are members of the species
homo sapLens,while persons are defined by "the present function capability for
conscious awareness, or any human being whose cerebrum is structurally
sufficiently like that of the normal adult human being.1f This differentiation
permits the killing of humans but not of persons--which i8 precisely what Kluge
intended to legitimize with this distinction.
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The 1985 book seeks to "create 81 useable model for ethically acceptable
deliberate deaths" for handicapped ne"rborns variously described as Ithopelessly
defective biologic.al systems" or "dependent vegetables." The.quality of life
criterion is accepted as crucial. and some of Fletcher's criteria of humanhood
are invoked, as well as some of the criter1.a of quality stated in the infamous
Shaw £ormulC'L.
Magnet and Kluge also said that passive euthanasia is already routine at
Canadian neonatal units, and that medical details about impaired children are
often presented very selectively to parents so as to dispose them towards a
deathmaking decision. Nurses are sODettmes ordered to administer increasing
doses of morphine to kill them even though the babies are not in pain or even
awake. The answer which Magnet and Kluge proposed is to be honest and up front--
and kill the babies outright instead of being hypocritical and deceptive.
Particula'r1y since suicide has become increasingly legal for competent individuals,
they called for the right of parents to make a "aurrogate suicide" decision for
the baby, but the killing should be carried out by doctors as a logical extension
of the prc,fessional obligation to care for the afflicted--exactly the same
proposal and argl~ent first advanced in 1920 by Binding and Hoche which became
the creed of the mass murder movement of handicapped people during the Nazi era.
They also referred to this as "suicide by agent." Thus, one set of euphemism
and deception would be abolished. and another one substituted, including calling
medical murder "suicide." They also noted that neonatal units have a very rapid
staff turnover, presumably because of the conflicted nature of the deathmaking
that goes on there (Toronto Globe & Mail, 14/6/86; source item from Beth French) •.
*Another death promotion is the 1985 book entitled The End of Life:
£:~t1!.Bnasiaand Morality by James Rachels.
*Yet another 1986 book on the modernistic bandwagon of infanticide and
the language of modernistic ethics is entitled Special CaTe: Medical Decisions
at the Beginning of Life, by a Syracuse University political science professor
(Frohock) who has concluded that liwe have become too skilled for our moral
gul.deline9~1\ implying--as 1s 90 popular today-that scientific and technological
adva.nces require a whole new ethics.
*Another in the series of deathmaking books is Born to Die? (Shelp. 1986).
which deals with life and death decis:lons affecting severely impaired newborns.
It is suffused with deatbroaking code words such as "per sonbood ," "quality of life"
and "moral dilemmas." it invokes the 1ll.C)stwrenching case studies to confuse the
moral reasoning of readers, and it refers to old-fashioned morality in terms
such aa "simplistic answers and uniform responses to these instances of
reproductive tragedy." It. seems to Uti a morass of modern moral babble. Even
the title, though catchy. places handicapped newborns into a dying role and
destiny.
*In 6/86, there was something one could call a trade shOw for death sales
personnel, entitled "Non-natural Death: Coming to Terms with Suicide, Euthanasia,
Withholding or Withdrawing Treatment." It was sponsored by the 'Center for Applied
Biomedical Ethics in Denver, and featured 16 speakers who were either neutrally
descriptive about the issues or all in favor of some kind of deathmaking
(About Issues, 1 & 2/87).
;--,_.:z,
*Yet another scholar of death, Professor of philosophy Robert Baker at
Union College in Schenectady, NY. has been studying "do not resuscitate" (DNR)
orders, and discovered that hospitals do not always comply with laws, but he
will "not expose either hospitals or individuals but issues." He says that
physicians should have the final word on DNR orders because tithe patient is
often confused by pain or fear," and the family should be spared the burden
of pronouncing death sentences. For us, this sounds like open season on sick
people, with physicians running the world. Baker is threatening to publish a
book on the topic. (Los An&eles Herald ExamintE!.. 25/5/86; source item from
Guy Caruso)
*Deathmaking legislation and judicial rulings in the various US states is
changing so rapidly that it is hard to keep up. After first having decriminalized
suicide very widely, various forms of assistance for suicide have also gr.adually
and to various degrees been decriminalized a.nd continue to be.
*The inconsistency' of the us courts' stances on various forms of deathmaking
ia illustrated by the fact that the MA Court of Appeals ordered in 1979 that
dialysis be given to a prisoner over that prisoner's objection, but in 1982, a
prisoner' $ IIright to privacy II was invoked to prohibit forcefudina during a
hunger strike (President's Co1lllds8ion for the Study of Ethical Problems in
Medicine and Dio-Medical and Behavioral Res.earch, 1985. p. 101, footnote
21) • But interpretations of deathllakins froa both opponents and proponents are
c(,'mllWnlysimplistic. A complicated contemporary truth is that· we are saeilll
both a11 increase in legitimization of, and approval for t deatbmaking t as well
as rejection of, and opposition tOt it. In other words, there appears to be a
greater polarization, though by far the greater number of people are giving
their support to death. Many defenders of life simplistically perceive only
the growing opposition to deathmaking, and interpret it one-d1mensionally
as a positive development that gives them hope--but what they mean by that is
hope to outlaw various deathmaking practices. The development itself is
hopeful, but only in the sense of bringing greater numbers of people to
decision rather than in terms of any foreseeable likelihood that it will put
an end to the public acceptance of deathmaking of devalued people.
A New Painful EthIcal Diletllllla?~~~~~~."~.-- .
*One powerful way of unveiling improper, or even deceptive. formulations
of situations or problems is to turn around. or Invert , the statements t
assumptions, and questions being posed. F'or instance, one commonly hears it
said these days that certain' people--especially handicapped newborns and elderly
people--should be put to death out of mercy and compassion for their suffering.
because they have or will have a very poor quality of life that will not only
be hard on them, but also places heavy burdens on their loved ones.
(nle of the most outspoken sectors of society along these lineshaa been
the medical profession, and especially physicians. In order to test the validity
of their endorsements of deathmaldng of these persons and for these reasons,
one can ask whether physicians and medical students also ought to be "granted"
a "merciful death" in order to spare them all sorts of suffering that is a part
of the career they have chosen. Indeed, it could be argued that doctors have a
~ to die. After all, they are doomed to a life of dependency: they can do
virtually nothing without others around them who attend to their patients.
prepare operating theaters for them, sterilize the equipment, manufacture medical
equdpment. and supp lLes, and even do such mundane chores as their grocery shopping,
laundry, and automobile (especially Mercedes) upkeep_ Doctors ar~ paralyzed
without receptionists, secretaries, nurses, accountants, insurance agents and
tax lawyers. Many would die of starvation if their Diners Club card were taken
from them. or if somebody else did not cook for them and practically feed them.
(In fact, the Diners Club and other charge cards conat Ltut.e extraordinary life
supports for them, and taking these away might be one of the preferable ways of
ending their. misery.)
Further, by every Index, doctors have a low quality of life. Their l::i:V'~s
are marked by interrupted nights, sleeplessness, and hect1.c lifestyles which
the vast majority of the population would find unbearable. Not surprisingly,
they have some of the highest rates of drug addiction. divorce, and suicide.
But it is not only they who suffer: so do their families. First, their
parents and/or spouses may face financial ruin from the cost of putting a
medical student through school. The medical student's siblings may be victimized
by the stresses placed upon the parents by these financial worricf'l,and by the
extra attention that the parents are apt to give to the medical student. As
mentioned, physicians' spouses often end 'Up divorced, or at any rate left t.o
raise the children on their own. The medical student t s or physician' 8 chf.Ldren
may hardly ever get to see or spend t:f.mewith him/her because of the demands
medical work makes.
Even if physicians' families are w;.lling to put up with all these agonies
out of'love for the physicians, society aleo has to bear serious hardships as <~
result of the continued existence of physicians. For instance. almost half
of government spending in the US is devoted to various health c;are costs, and an
ever increasing proportion of individual citizens' income is also spent on
medical care.. Not only that, but physicians do damage to their patients ae often
as they help them: if there were no physicians. then people would not end up
disfigured, paralyzed, and comatose because of physicians' negligence or
incompetence. After. all~ research has shown that during doctors' strikes, the
health i1;1dices'of the population go up. And, as if that weren't bad enough, t:.he
'GledJ.cal profession is notorious for not getting rid of physicians who have been
proven to have hurt scores of people,
Surely when one considers the tremendous cost of preparing, and then
maintaining, people 8S physicians, the heroic sacrifices required of their
families. and the unhappy life that they themselves will lead, then the
alternative of a merciful, dignified ~ and peaceful death early in the person's
medical career seems eminently reasonable. Such a benign intervention might even
be called for at the first sign of a person I s interest in a medical career.
Some parties might object that if one permits or even mandates an abbrev1ation
of life for medical students and physicians, then one will be on a Bo-called
"slippery slope," and will be able to JUBtify putting to death all sorts of
other groups of people fer all sorts of other reasons, starting perhaps with
nurses, expanding to physical therapists, and ending up with virtually anyone.
But these objections must be recognized as ludicrous, even crack-pot. and as an
:i.naultto the morality of all rational persons. These irrational objections
(which, by the way, are often made by religious extremi8ts anxious to impose
their own code of morality on everyone else) must be dismissed out of hand 8S
being no more valid than the claim that if we permit people to keep dogs and
cats as pets. we cannot object H they want to keep zebras, elephants. or
marmosets in their houses too!
Unfortunately. thl:~reare vindictive elements in the population who would
advocate a violent and painful death for doctors, its timing and form to be
determined by panels of disgruntled patients. But these extremist segments
should not bl~nd us to .the legitimacy of mercy deaths for physicians. Since
it is obvious that physicians and medical students would be better off dead-
indeed, this being in their own best interests--the only question remaining is
who should decide when and how to administer the treatment: their parente.
their spouaes and children, their patients. or the government? Clearly, these
questions pose difficult moral and ethical dilemmas, and there are no simple
answers. Each case must be examined and weighed· individually on its own
merits, and the answers will not be black and white. (Paraphrase and elaboration
of an essay by Belkind & Slapin; source item provided by Lynn Breedlove.)
"Euthanasial'
*During the 40 years following World War II, the West German government
conducted 91,000 criminal investigations for crimes committed
during the Nazi era. This resulted in a mere 6500 convictions, and.the penalties
were notoriously easy <Ai. 10/9/86}. Since WW II, there have al80 been a number
of medical war-crime triale.in Germany. However, extremely few of the people who
participated in the killing of the handicapped have either been brought to trial.
and of tho.ewho have, few have been convicted, or given serious sentences if
convicted. Aa late as 1986, there was yet another of these trial. of three
persons in the~r early 70s, two,of them gyneCOlogists, who bad participated in
the gassing of 7,000 mentally handicapped persons. One -.phasized that he did
it out of love and sympathy rather than out of any Nazi racial hygiene ideololY.
(Pro-Life PLN, 5 & 6/86).
*Waller (1986) reviewed public support for "euthanasia" in various countries of
the world over'as many as 50 years. Generally, the trends are up, sometime.
dramatically 90. However. we have to note that popular support for "euthanasia"has
always been relatively high ever since such polls began to be taken. Parti~ularly
substantial increases were found in Austral!a, the Netherlands {which increa.ed
from about 30% in 1972 to about 70% in 1984}, and Canada, where support rose from
about 45% in 1968 to 63-65% between 1979-1984. Increases in 8upport for "active
euthanasia," in contrast to "passive euthanasia," are particularly alarming.
Interestingly, the older the age group, the less support it gives to "active
euthanasia." Apparently, people think that other elderly people should be put to
death, but they don't like the idea for themselves once they get older. In aoaa
countries, such as Denmark, almost 90% of the younger population approve. of
"active euthanasia." The approval rates since ca. 1975 have never been below 10%
in the younger age groups in any of the countries surveyed.
*On 2/2/87t "CBS Evening News" carried a report on the status of "euthanasia"
in the Netherlands. The overwhelming majority of Dutch citizens now approve of .
voluntary "euthanasia," and the practice is widespread (as we have reported before).
even though it has still not been officially legalized. Moat of the people who are
being put to death are elderly and 111. It was sadly aausina to be told that after
years of this practice, "abuses are now comi1:lgto light," such a. physicians killing
sick people without their knowledge or consent. and even nuraes. takina it upon
th.emselves to do the killing without a doctor's permission or prescription. (How low
can nurses sink?l) Despite the popularity of this development, aick elderly people
are beginning to become afraid that they might be killed if they become sick or go to
a hospital. Equally 8a~ly amusing 1& the fact that allover the world, deathmakers
are constantly asser.ting that there is no such thing 48 a slippery alope of
death1laking.
Oue of the major promoters and perpetrators of "euthanasia" in the Netherlands
has been a Dr. Pieter Adm1raal, an anesthesiologist. One of his works 1s a book,
Justifiable Euthanasia: A Manual for the Medical Profes.ioo.
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*We should note how advocates and practitioners of "e,\i,than.:.s1a"often
invoke quasi-religious mystic language in order to d:tgn:Lfytheir killing acts.
For instance, Dr. Admiraal says to his patient/vicrtms, as he is ubout to
dispatch them: ItI wish you a very good journey t.o an unknown you have never
seen." What is the point of such an invocation? What does a term such as
"Very good journey" mean? And note how the ilunknownll is almost mystically
Invoked , One might just as well say I'This is the end of your life ••hf.ch I am
bringing about. Goodbye." It would be much mo re honest and cont'afn no
mumbo-jumbo.
*A medical columnist in the Montreal La Prease (11/1/87) argued :to favor
of voluntary '\1uthanasia."pointing to the Netherlands as a ahining exsmp Le ,
adding condescendingly that "chose people who love to suffer should bp Ji;lft to
do so." There, he said. treatment is withheld frorn about 20.000 !-,eoplea year ,
butio about 6000 of these cases, a fatal drug dose if'""ti~!.'li8teredas well.
He also pi.~dicted that this practice would become accepted as surely as "day
follows night." (Source item from Diane lie.bIer)
*By 1986, three-quarters of the British population supported voluntary
~uthanasiaU(The Independent, 28/11/86; source item from John O'Brien).
*In 1957, Dr. John B. Adams was acquitted 1n Britain of murdering an
81-year old patient. It was rumored that he had murdered up to 400 elderly
people. many of whom had remembered him in their wills. He died in 1983 at
age 84. He was a very religious man, and his patients, many of whom he got
hooked on nar~oticst adored him. But those who recalled his life identified
him. as a very greedy person who also thought himself above the law, once telling
a police officer "You can't arrest me, I'm a doctor." The judge wo tried
and acquitted him said in 1986 that he thought that Adams had been a greedy
mercy killer but "not a mass murderer." The story of his life was reenacted
on British television, but unfortunately, the issue of euthanasia was not given
a central place. (Source material from Paul Williams)
*ARoper organization poll in late 1986 fmInd that 62% of all Americans
think that doctors should be allowed to give "death assistance" to terminally
ill patients who request it.
*One day after word came out that England's dying King George V was
painlessly put to death by his physician. 73% of Americans in a poll favou,d
the same kind of "euthanasia" as long 8S it is voluntary.
*J. C. Levy, a law professor from Calgary, Alberta, said that even though
't3uthanasia"was illegal, the law "is at odds with current medical practice,
public opinion and police procedures." Levy said that the code was a product
of Mid-Victorian English thinking that does not address the moral and ethical
issues raised by technology. "The police have better things to do than
policing the wards of city hospitals." However, the professoT.warned that
'~uthanasia-has to be carried out in a hospital if one is to avoid the risk of
criminal prosecution. A prominent local physician said that the reason
physicians do not like to "become involved in euthanasia" was "because the
practice could lead to law Buits." (CPt in Evening Times Globe, Saint John,
NB, 4/11/86).
*Tqe founder of the Hemlock Society claimed that in 1986, 21 Americans
shot to death a person close to them because they want,ed to end that person 18
suffering.
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*The physician who had killed an 81-year old nursing heme patient in
the Roche.ter, NY area with an injection of three large doses of insulin in
the cheat in 6/85 in what was described 8.8 a "mercy killing" was described
by friends and other patients as a "saint'! and "the next best thing to God
Hill8elf." He cOllmitted suicide by injection a month later when he was found
out (AP~ 9/85).
*An increasing phenomenon is for people suffering frOIi dementia or a
co.. to'be described entirely 1n terms of the past tense, a8 if they had
already died. For instance, one woman referred to her mother who had
"Alzheilaer'a" aa "she is really no longer my weher. II An AP neW8 item (in
.§!!. 22/12/85) bad a huge headline on the "old man who once was Dad," who a180
happened to have "Alzheimer's dbealle." Such persons are then sometimes aleo
said to no longer be alive, but to "extat ," When someone is said to exist
rather than to be alive, it i8, of course. also easier to withhold or withdraw
all kinds of human amenit1e$ ...•nd life supports froll! such a person. All of
this exemplifies how language:1a used to place someone into what we have
called the dead role.
*We are reminded nowadays that 28% of the $75 billion Medicare budget of
ca. 1985 bas been spent on maintaining people over age 65 during their last
year of life, and 8% for just their laat month of life (Life, i2/86). Figures
such as these fuel the demand for "euthanasia.1I -
"'Guesswho or what 18 known as "the old people's friend1" Pneumonia--
because it kill. them. Does this not reflect the most peculiar mentality,
particularly since death from pneumonia' is not particularly plea~ant but in
T~ny ways resemblea death from slow suffocation?
*"Do not resuscitate" orders have tripled in 20 years·(L1fe, 12/86).
*Tbe term "no code II refers to 8. 1Iledical order not to atttlllptto resuscitate
a petient. In many h08pitals$ a "slow code" hiASbeen substituted which 18.a
subtle way of letting somebody die by responding very slowly to any of the
person's medical emergencies. At a Milwaukee hospital, a physician put a
78-year old woman on a "no code," and then the woman's son who was a1ao a
physician went into her room and showed her how she could disconnect her
breathing tube. Within two minutes after thene -,code order, ahe removed tbe
tube and died. The episode wCls accidentally ,.cbserved by a l'I.Uue via a. ,c11)lI6d
circuit TV monitor. but nothing wag dcn~ because of the no code order (NRLN,
18/12/86).
*Vanderbilt University law professor David Smith called for a "loosening"
of the definition of death 80 as to enable the earlier barvestina of organs.
This .eems to us to be the wrong motivation forauch a measure (NILN, 4/12/86).
"'*In Britain, instead of putting a "no re8uscitation" note on the medical
record of a hospital patient, the record may be coded as TLC (t,n4er loving
care)--a euphemism for the same thing. (Source item from Chris Gathercole.)
*A minister's wife had a stroke and fell into a coma. After aeveral
weeks. berhuaband requested court permission to have her life support .ystems
disconnected. The request was denied--and 6 day. later, after 6 weeks in a
coma. the woman spontaneously awoke, and was able to comprehend questions and
respond appropriately to them.. This vignette also underlines how quickly
people are'reaay to "pull the plug." (PLN, 11 & 12186)
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*Subsequent to a brain operation. a man in Milwaukee went into a coma.
Physicians "talked him dead," but his mother took care of him at home. One day
14 months later, he woke up and announced that he was starved and wanted a
steak. Hi8.mother promptly broiled him one which he ate sitting up at the
kitchen table (AP, in~, 16/9/86).
penial of Nutrition and Liquid Unto Death
*Aa we mentioned before, there is a wave of enthusiasm for withholding
food and liquids from debilitated people so as to hasten their deaths in a
way that is interpreted to be merciful. HoWever, here is what really happens
to a person who is deprived of nutrition and liquids.
The mouth dries out and becomes caked or coated with thick mat.erial. The
lips become parched and cracked or fizzured. The tongue becomes swollen and
might crack. The eyes would sink back into their orbits. The cheeks would
become hollow. The mucosa (lining) of the nose might crack and cause the nose
to bleed. The skin would hang loose on the body and become dry and scaley.
The urine becomes highly concentrated, causing burning of the bladder. The
lining of the s;omach would dry out, causing dry heaves and vomiting. The
person ~evelops a very high body temperature. The brain cells begin to dry out,
causing convulsions. The respiratory tract dries out, giving rise to very
thick secretions, which could plug the lungs and cause death. ~entually the
major organs fail. including lunge, heart and brain.
Obviously, all this is anything but painless or "easy," and would 1D08t
likely prompt the medical powers on the scene to administer consciousnes.-
depressing or depriving drugs, not only to deaden the sensorium of the person,
but also in order to spare themselves having to bear tne manifestations of the
suffering entai~ed in such a slow (up to 3 weeks) death.
It is very revealing to note who filed briefs in support of the case to
remove nourishment and liquids from an elderly woman pending before the NJ.
Supreme Court: Concern for the Dying (a "euthanasia" group). and the NJ
Concerned Taxpayers. The court ruled in 1985 that such supports may be
withdrawn from people with "serious and permanent mental and physical impairment"
(which could affect a good portion of the population). who "are unlikely to regain
competence" (a most difficult judgment to make, particularly when the concept
of competence is rather squishy). and who "will probably die within approxiJDately
one year" even with treatment. The latter provision is subject to the grossest
types of abuses. It is a judgment that in most cases cannot really b. made, and
when it is made, it will now become a self-fulfilling prophecy. In fact, we
are not aware of prospective studies of physician's capabilities of making such
a judgment validly. We also would be amazed if, even in the wake of this ruling,
such studies were performed under valid conditions, i.e., with an aggressive
program of medical care. In various explanations and qualifications on these
standards, the court upheld as valid the concepts of a patient's "value to
society" as relevant in determining the person's "quality of life." (Source
item from Bob Roberts.)
*The cause of death (24/10/86 in Boston) of Paul Brophy. a ~~refilht.r
who had been in a coma and who was eventually starved and dehydrated to death.
was announced to be "pneumonia."
Media Promotion of "Euthanasia"
Everywhere one looks and listens these days. one encounters--often subtle--
media promotion of deatluwaking. For instance. the marginalization and possible
genocide of·elderly people received a boost in an article in the Boston Globe
"On Gaining a Busband--and Also a Mother." An illustration showed two beautiful
young lovers entwined and kissing, forming the shape of a heart--but.breaking up
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the heart shape down its middle was a little aged woman bent allover, leaning
on a cane. clothed in a drab housedress, wearing glasae8, and carrying a suit-
case. (Gray Panther Netwo~, 11 & 12/81)
*One also cannot help wondering whether the In(.\vie"Wolten, i! which began to
be shown in 1981. does not represent yet another way in which the public is
being prepared for ~re overt and/or massive killing of handicapped people.
In the film, American Indians "8hift shapes" and turn into r~olfen" who hunt
in tribes in decaying slums, "preying on the diseased and those who won't be
missed." As a review in T1Qle (3/8/81) noted, the film ends in a way that
appears to try to induce in the audience the desire for the wolves to win. We
Wolfensbergers have particularly conflicted feelings about this movie.
Suicide & Its Promotion
*Very simply: if one succeeds at persuading unwanted people to commit
suicide, then one will be spared the less pleasant chore of making them dead
some other way.
*10 its December 86 issue (that had the decadent rock star. Madonna, on
its cover~ half-baring her breasts), Life ran a long article celebrating suicide
and promoting the legalization of'buthanasia~ under the headlines of "The
Liberation of Lolly and Gronky." These two modernistic people were strongly
influenced toward their 1983 suicide by the 1982 Donahue TV Show on suicide
on the Public Broadcasting System. Not long after, they bought the suicide
manual by Derek Humphry. They left behind strong testimony about the
inhumanity of growing old in America--an attitude widely shared aaong elderly
people whose suicide rate is extremely high and getting higher all the time.
Their children scattered their ashes in their garden so as to fertilize the
plants near their swimming pool, patio and tennis court--an eloquent testimony
to the hedonistic utilitarianism of our age that is the major dynamism behind
deathmaking of one's own devalued classes.
*The pro-suicide and pro-"euthanasiatl Hemlock Society has launched a new
organizatio~Amer1cans Against Human Suffering, which will try to get Calif. to
adopt legalization of assisted suicide on the assumption that if one state will
do this, "others will follow" (NRL, 18/12/86). The legislation which the
organization will promote is called "Humane and Dignified Death Act." The
leader behind this, Derek Humphry, the founder (in 1980) of Hemlock, ada1tted
that he included in his definition of "terminal illnesses" conditions 8uch as
"Alzheimer's Disease." He also freely admitted that he is trying to capitalize
on the "slippery slope" phenomenon. 'twehave to go stage by stage. with the
living will, with the power of attorney, with the withdrawal of this. Your
side would call that the slippery slope. We would say, proceeding with caution:
learning as we go along how to handle thi.8very sensitive situation. If
*How-to suicide manuals have been published in the US, Bngland, Scotland.
France. West Germany and the Netherlands (Life. 12/86). The French manual bas
sold nearly 200,000 copies. The Scottish manual places great .treBS on courteay.
For instance. it recommends against jwmping off a ship because of the 1nconven-
ience it causes to the crew and other passengers; and if one ca..ita suicide
in a hotel. one should leave a letter apoloaizing to the management. To make
itself ea8ily available "to the elderly, it is printed in large print. On a
single page of the Hemlock quarterly, one can find & list of the lethal doaages
of 17 prescription drugs. However. these manuals rarely use the word tlsuicide,ft
but instead use euphemisms such as death with dignity, death by d••1gn,
accelerated death. aelf-deliverance, or even deliverance fra~ evil (in a
paraphrase of the Lord's Prayer).
- Ie
*Humphry founded Hemlock five years after he aasisted his wife to cotllllit
suicide. In just a few years, the society grew to 13,000 members--a large
propor tIon of it wOOI.en. Concern for Dying, a similar organization, claims
160,000 active supporters, and the Society for.the Right to Die, 147,000.
Both support so-called passive but not active "euthat1Aaid'(Life, 12/86).
The 1981 8uicid~ manual Let Me Die Before I Wake by Derek Humphry has sold
over 70.000 copies and want into a fourth edition in 1986. Humphry attained
international prominence 88 a result of having assisted his cancer-ridden wife
Jean to 'kill herself (a8 described ill~~n' 1 Way). after which he married a
younger woman. Throughout the book, suicide 18 referred to ae "self-deliverance,"
and the author makes several claims that "self-deliverance" should not be
att&~pted by people who are emotionally upset or mentally disturbed, but only
by thoae who have rationally thought about it and are doing so only because they
have a terminal illne68. Almost the entirety of the book consists of vignettes
of people who killed themselves with the 8ss1.6itanceof family _bers. Each
vignette is so written as to bring out great sympathy in the reader for the
victim and the suicide assistor. In caGe after case. it is evident that the
reason so many family members are brought to desperate acts of ao-called"Ml'cy
killing" and Buicide assistance 1s because of the failure of huaan .ervices. and
of their own families, friends, "and communities, to provide th~ with support
and assistance with a very incapacitated or ill family aember. For in8tance~
there are several horror storie. of the bad treatment afforded to people in
nursing homes and even in hospi tals. Not surprisingly. all these friends and
supporters who were not present to give help when the handicapped person •• a aliVe
suddenly come out of the woodwork when the handicapped person is killed. and '
especially Whe\1 his/her survivor is brought to court for aS81atina in suicide.
The book also contains extensive recomaendations about which drui8 to take, in
which proportions, and in which combinationa, so al to and onate life.
(H~~phry. D (1981). Let me die before I wake: Hemlockls book of 881f-
deliverance fo! ~ 9y1!lS. Los Angeles, CA: Hemlock.)
*Cur10usly. a new periodical. called the Euthanasia Review (sponsored by
the Hemlock Society that promotes "euthanasialf) is Hsted by Its publishing
house. Human Sciences Press, under the rubric of "religion and related subjects."
*There is a world federation of righ.t-to-die societies founded in 1980
that by 1986 had member groups from 18 ccunt.rIes ,
"'Thefamous Argentine author. Jorge Luis Borge., had been promoti11l suicide
for years. and promised to commit it h1meelf when he reached 84. When 84 C:8I1l8.
he changed his mind, but in the meantime who ltnow8 how many other people ware
inspired by him to coamit suicide, probably at a much younger age (Tt.e, 5/9/83).
"'A34-year old man paralyzed by drua abuse., residing at the ao-c~lad
Hilltop Rehabilitation Hospital in Grand Junction. CO. joined the crase of
handicapped people trying to starve theaaelvea to death. A county d18trict
judge approved this plan (AP. in Cleveland Plain Dealer, 27/1/87; aov.ce
item from Elizabeth Carmichael). After 16 days, the man did die' CAP.· in §.!g,:
6/2/87). .
*The death lobby 1mplies that terminally ill people an aeverely depressed
and harbor iui'cidal thoughts. One study found that moat of. them did not become
depressed. and that they are only likely to become 8uicidhl if they had previously
'beendiagnosed as having mantal d:J..sorden. (f~, 9 & 10,(86).
••. 1.1 -
*We have commented before that SOlPf! of •.he rock music lyrics celebrate
suicide, e.nd could be a significant contributor to the amadn~ly high youth
suicide rate. The finger has been pointed especially at rock ~tar Ozzy
Osbourne. The lyrics to his "SUicide Solutjon" include. the following:
" •••Breaking laws ~ knocking doors, but there! s no one at horne. Made your bed,
rest your head. but you lie there and moan. Where to hide, suicide is the only
way out. Don't you know what it's really all about ••,II The lyrics to his song
"Paranoid" include the following: "Think I'll lose my mind, if I don't find
scmething to gratify, can you help me? Oh, won't you blow my brains, Oh yeah! •••
and so as you hear these words, that in you now, if I state, I tell you 'co end
your Hfe,I wish I could mine, it's teo late." (SHJ, 14/1/86) The pad thing
is that: the lyrics are n~Ct'r:lte in capturing the emptiness and £\r'!01nie of the
people of a materialiFolti:.: cwt'\nsual"l7p,.oI c::;ttlr".~li9ticmodernis""
*Suicide amCT"g :':;i.A113 people has tripled in the last 30 years. and ia almost
three times th.!l.t: ot the general population. Most at risk are males between
20--:>.9; ~:lt I'';JPcially20-24, especially those who have exhibited conduct di$ord~r8
and/or drug abuse. Among females. depression is a very prevalent precursof. A
t hLrd '-:p:: are the bard-drdvdng .inhihitGd perfectionists who break down in the
ffi.Ci!. of some kind of ch.911~,~gctnat they cannot live up to. Suicide is rarely
Sk';;,;ntaneous,and usually follows a long period of destructive behavior toward
others, showing that suicide and violence are closely linked. l'he breakup of a
relationship 1.8 usually the final trigger event (Science, 22/8/86). The NY
Council on Youth Suicide Prevention has been increased to 450 % of its previous sf.ze
but vc predict that youth suicide will continue to increase nonetheless.
*Modeling works! A number of studies have shown a significant relationship
between publicity given to suicides--partic:.ularly of prom.inent peraons--and the
subsequent suicide rate in the general population. These kinds of suicides are
~ometimeB referred to as "imitative deaths" (Riley, 1985).
Abortion-Related New8
Abortion HistorI
*One of the cases which gave a huge boost to the abortion ~vement in the
US may have been forgotten by many people. It was that of Sherrie Finkbine who,
in 1962. took thalidomide as a tension reducer and sleeping pill when she was
two months pregnant. Learning that there was a 50% chance that her child might
be bern handicapped. she engaged in a dramatic quest for a legal abortion.
arguing "it would be the cruelest thing in the world to let my baby be bom with
only a 50-50 chituce of being normal." This attitude certainly reflected the
entitlement attitude of our society 1n general. as well 8S that of SOIle people
who feel that they are entitled to a perfect baby. Prior to legal abortions,
there was a 5% chance that a newborn would have some kind of congenital anomaly.
*CO was the first US state to legalize abortion, at least for other than dire
medical conditions, in 1967.
*In the US Supreme Court's 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision that the r1ght of
abortion was constitutional, all the justices who sided with the majority were
confident that. they were !!.2! establishing "abortion on deund." Yet almost
overnight, not only was the decision 80 interpreted, but the justices themselves
began to rule in subsequent cases that there was such a right to abortion on
demand. Furthermore, the court struck down even those forma of regulation of
abortion which are permissible, and often even mandatory, for other procedures
performed by physicians. It is also fascinating to contemplate that the US
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Supreme Court condoned abortions in 1973 under the wording of the 14th Amend~nt
which says: "nor shall any states deprive any penon of lHeJ Uberty, or property
without due process of law, nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction that
equal protection of the laws." It was this very mechanism of denying personhood
to the unborn child that was also utilized in 1857 to deny Negroes "legal
personagetl--thus upholding slavery 88 legal. It might also be noted that the
abolishment of slavery required a constitutional amendment. rather than a jud:tcll!l
ruling that Negroes were persons. The trouble obviously 18 that there is no
constitutionally adequate definition of what constitutes a person, which means
that the benefits of the 14th Amendment could be denied to anybody by simply de-
defining some class of people as persons. Obviously, this could be done by
judicial ruling, or by laws that are upheld by judicial rulings.
*The biggest abortion center in the US~ the "Center for Reproductive and
Sexual Health" in New YOT'k City) reportedly performed more than 75,000 abortions
a year at ita peak rate in the mid-1970s. Its director, Dr. Bernard Nathanson,
made an astonishing and radical about-face. turning from a radical abortioniet
into an anti-a~rtionist because he became convinced that abortion involved the
destru~tion of human life.
leA Dr. D. Wyman Garret. who haa practiced in Newark, NJ.bas admitted
personally performing about 20.000 abortions, about 13% in the ~econd trimester
which requires crushing and dismembering the unborn (~, 18/12/86).
Abortion Facts and Fisures
*According to an article in AUlustus (No.9, 1986), there have been
approximlltely 10 million abortions performed in China in each recent year,
and about 90% of these involuntarily. Parents, being forced to have only one
child. have probably killed about 1.3 million female babies 80 that they could
try to have a boy instead.
*1n Canada, abortion rates for teenage and older women appear to have
peaked, with the rates slowly dropping now. However, the rates for women in
their early 20a are continuing to riee (HLRIJ 11/86). The Canadian government
decided to stop collecting and reporting abortion statistics, but this 80
angered some people that the decision was reversed Q~Rl.N, 4/12/86),
*Of women having abo rc tons in AZ in 1985~ 34% had had at least one previous
abortion (NRL, 18/12/86).
*For better or for worse, a law was passed in IL that the only people who
can take the life of an unborn child are abor:tionists and the pregnant ~en
themselves (PLN, 11 & 12/86).
*1t ia estimated that attempts at late-term abortions in the US produce
up to 500 live births. Most of these survivors are severely injured and soon
die.
*It really should not affect people's opinion about abortion one way or the
other. but the medical fact is that an unborn child is immunologically not part
of the mother "s body. .
~~scel~n~~ysAbortionNews
*More and ~re sex determination clinics have sprung up in India. with the
result that becauaemale children are so muchmore favored over female ones,
females are.much \."Ior.elikely to be aborted. Already, there are alfAO&t 10% more
Indian ules than females. and the situati.on could lead to detUograph1cdisasters
a hw decades hence (PLN. 9 & 10/86).
*nleoretically, it 1s 111egal 1n Ca.>:.!\dato grant an abortion baaed on the
condition of the fetus, and therefore. hospital committees simply list the
mother's "depression" as the reason.
*Som.etme in 1987f RU486, the drug thH woDlen can pop privately in order
to induce a.n abortion, w111 be available upon IILbliir..alprescription in France.
Unless the drug caUGe~disasters oth~~ than the inteud~d abortions, we can
anticipate that it will be widely used rbroughout ~h~ wrtl.ld Ylllt le~ h~~::. and
m.ay largely replace surgical abor t i.ons and pOS.iDly contraceptive pU15 •.. We
might see 8ome"~ere around a 100 ~il1ion abortions a year with tbtaets1a1'ar
drugs world-wide. .
*Fetaale students at the University of Toronto may be given the "morning-
after" pill if they agree to have a therapeutic abortion if the ',111 faUI,
because o.f the "possible haaard to the fetus." (Interim, 9/86)
kThe government of New York City haa not only demanded that agencies that
provide foster care to children. regardless of whether church-aponsored or not.
must provide "meaningful access" to contraceptive and abort1Qa 1nforut10n,
services and counseling. but that such agencies also reaoVe "excessive
religi.ou~ symbols" from child care settings (!h!, 2/87).
*Wo~~n who accept the idea that prenatal tests for fetal abnormalitiel have
a legitimate role to play in deciding whether to abort can be said to have
entered a condition of pregnancy which is very different frea the historic
one. It is Q state that aome people have begun to refer to aa "tentative
pregnancy, II (as in a book entitled ~e Tentati.ve Pregnancy by Barbara Katz
Rothman) which only becomes "real" when the tests come back "positive" in the
sense of being negative. 1.e., no fetal abnot1ll81ities were detected. Thia
"'C'tJk cJ so '1'I2.kcs 1:1:." !'i~:t?:'ttbqt the "choLce" off--r;c. It' t:h.':!G:~ ·~f.:r(.:;'!,"f"~'\" ~h""l
a~~.tl "bad reaurc" from their 'prenatal tests..i,S illusory. Iresauret. ~ abort
dominate, and become irresistible for many women, while few individuala, an4
Gociety hardly at all. offer genuine supports to mothers who decide to bear
the child known to be impaired and "abortable" before it is born. (Drawn to
our attention by Deborah Evans.)
*A drunk driver crashed into a car driven by a ~ who wa. 8.5 ~nth8
pregnant, and her unborn baby died of head injuri... TheMHSupr_e Court
dhmisfJed a suit for vehi.cular homicide because the unborn vas nota huilan
being (SHJ, 6/12/85). However, in a very silll11ar case, a Tenn ••••• jury ~
to the opposite coneIueaon and found a driver guilty of vehicular 1I&tl.~hter
because he ran into a car driven by a W01D8n 8 month. pregnant who IOlt ber baby
as a reault of the accident (PLN. 5 & 6/86).
*One can now buy small ovens made in Austria for ineineratina aborted
babies. The ovens actually look a little bit like toaster oven. with a gla8.
front through which one can see the baby melt away. As in the Nazi body
incinerators, the process leaves no evidence (About t••ues, 1 & 2/87).
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*More people in the US want to adopt babies than are aborted each year.
*At least for awhile, the Planned Parenthood agency in Syracuse had a sign
at its door: "No Dogs Permitted."
*As of fall 1986, there reportedly have been medical and birth control
clinics, which are c.oming to be known as "school baaed clinics" (SBC), insta.lled.Qn
the campuses of public high schools in 39 OS states. These generally give
away contraceptives. do pregnancy tests and refer students for abortion.
Students are offered medical services for other minor problems. but 1n most
of these clinics they are asked at their first visit whether they are "sexually
active," and if they are or plan to be. they are encouraged to make use of
contraceptives. Apparently, no efforts are made to dissuade students from
"sexual activity." A proposal before the US Senate would pump $50 million
into these clinics. These clinics are heavily interpreted 8S "drop-out
prevention."
Misrepresentations of Abortion. Especially as Contraception•
*The "morning after" abortifacient drug RU486 will moat likely be marketed .
as a contraceptive. A spokesperson said, '~e are not likely to find it
acceptable as an abortifacient in this country. and it would be most unfortunate
if society couldn't see the benefit.- of this drugjuBt because it haa one
application. ;'~It(NCR, 19/12/86). RU486 18 widely interpreted a. being non-
abortive. It tsTromoted as an "alternative to abortion." by which it ia meant
an alternative to surgical abortion. because it induces an extremely early
abortion b10chamically (e.g., Clinical News, 3/87; source item fl'Ga John Morris).
It is also interpreted as "contraaestattve" rather than abort.ive, a8 working
via "postowlatory contraceptiOn," or as "inducing MIlnruation." Atthll tae,
the drug is produced by a French firm in France. Ominously, the name of one of
its two "inventors" (a Dr. Schaiaon) sounds, in Gel'll8n,like the vernacular word
for "to shit."
*Experiment8 are underway with a vaccine which will prevent the implantation
of a fertilized ovum. Deceptively. this is interpreted as ui1!lll1Unizationasainst
pregnancy" (All, 1986, No.8).
*Isn't it remarkable that Consumer Reports (6/86) can carry an advi.ary
treatise on chorionic villi biopsy without ever once lIIentioningthat it would
hardly ever be performed for reasons other than as a prelude to ap~i.l
abortion? ., :.J
*There was a 1986 rally in Washington entitled '~rch to Save Womens'
Lives," but it was actually a pro-abortion event. Strictly apeak1natrom a
perspective of medicine, science, research and 101ic, abortion and abOrtion-
related procedures probably kill more women than they 8av~i~ major part because
modern medicine has almost totally eliminated conditions in whieh woaen die in
connection with childbirth.
*People associated with abortion clinics compose much of the me~er8hip
of the deceptively named National Family Planning &ad Reproduction Bealth
Association (~. 18/12/86).
~An interesting and depressing sign of OUT time. i. that abortion ia DQt
covered as a topic in courses on death and dying (e.g., Eddy & Alles, 1983).
Probably, this is because abortion is now considered part of sex .ducation--as
if taking a human life were a matter of sexuality rather than truly a life··and-
death issue.
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·~,Ongwanac1a,In.t:1tution for Handicapped P6()ple in Kiugston,l Ontario,
ha. recently in.,tituted a "prevention program" aimed at helping parents and
810111118 of a handicapped child to !!prev~nt" the occurrence of future hal1di-
capped children. Although it never coaes out and says 80 8traj,ghtforwardly.
we can only infer from the materials we have seen that it. basic thrust is one
of ,o-called "genet tc coun&eling~It in which people will be tested for the
pre,ence of genes which &re likely to contribute tOt or actually cause, a
handicap, and will be counselled £ither not to ~lve children at all. Qr to
abort pregnancies. (Source materil1l sent: to U8 by Barry Wever.)
*A 3-year old boy saw hb mother look. at a. picture of a baby dismembered
during an alx>rtion and auked with great sad.nes8~ "'Who broke the baby?" This
bee •• e the title of th;e mother'!>. book (Garton. 1979). The book provides 1n-de,pth
analysis of what certain deathmaking terma reaUy Jn~.an or imply, al1d what they
coanonly conceal. Terms .e~wUned Inc Iude "eont.ro l of one' II own body t"
"te~ination of pregnancy." "freedom to choose ~It "t.he fatua 88 not a f.erson~II
"evelY child a wanted child. II "d1.minatirtg back alley abort rcne" and 'choice. It
While the cont~i; of analysis is ii1 Christian one, major port.iqua of it could'
stand alone. The tone is 1ll0000what folksy and addressed to "tbe average
citizen."
SUEPot'.t. Por, & Qepf}.sition foO l Abortion
1rAn ot'gani;.ation newly formed in 1986, call~d Just, Life, has a8 ita
agenda opponitl.on to abor tLcn, poverty. IlltO the nuclear anu race. The
organi%ation i9 a political action co~ittee (PAC) that is looking to support
cand tdat.ea for ,political office. While we conuend a link1aa gf 11:1. i••ues. we
regret that thilil is )'et another organization that picb aM chooses "ich life
i8ltUE:S to' address while apparently willing to go along with deathmaldng in .
other areas. For Lnarance t this organization 1..8not opposed to abortion in all
tnscancee , and :U; ru.•t opposed to war in principle. (Source ••.tarials from
John Morr.i9 and Patty Narcisso)
*One pro-Hfe s~n.~l1ice~lpparantly tri~~d to attract w~n intent on abortion
by naming itself Pr.oble Pregnancy ~ and havi.n,g thfl: :{,nitialf:l P'P prominently on
the frout dOt-i.: of its office. leading people to believe that it w.u the office
oi Planned ?arenthood. A court l.$sued an inj',mction lilga:f ..nll the practice. in
Wor~tilitpt~ MA.(l.:rill Vif..~t SUfll.lner/Autumn 86)" Pro...life groups have alao been
operating ccunseling cencers :!nte:rpreted as Itclinics" and Bo-called «abortion
action centers" (NCR126/12/86). l-Lany anti-a.bortion centers in the US:~;._ runby the Robert J. pearson Fou1'\,dation wh:.tch hlle t'licoJlllH,nded that &11 anu,-abottion
office should 1I1ook like an abortion cHuie," Since deception and vi_i.nce
alJaost alway. go together t we Ddght &8sume that any such deceptive practice is
probably also linked to some violence, and in this ca•• quite po.81bl, an
endoraement of other foI'm$ of deathmak1ng such u capital punishment and war.
On the other hand. pro-life supporters have argued that abortioncliniea have
also uaked their pr :Unary"aeodas behind labels such a. "WOIMdahealth centers. II
In fact t even the name IIPlanned Parenthood" uke. one traciit:tonally th111kIIOre
of planning and parftnthood than responding with abortion in unplanned or
unwanted conceptions. Thus. both sides are eJUlljllahed in a web of deception.
*Unfortunately. approximately 400 clin.:icG run by dght-to-ll,fe groupe have
been representing themselves as oi.bort1ou 1ufonuticm centers, •• tbrouah lbtingl
in the yellow pages of telephone directories. As ot the new 1986 telephone
directories, t.hese will have to be Hsted u "abortion alternative organbationa."
Weregret that this hone&ty had to be forced upon tb.. (T~ •• 20/10/86).
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*A typical example of confus1-on between God and civil authority occurred
when US Surgeon General Dr. Evere~t Koop said to the National Organization of
Episcopalians for Lihf "Abortion is sinful. Unborn children have civil rights,
and to deprive them of their rights is wrong." (The Episcopalian, 10/85)
'leA recent wl'i.tet' noted that there is more requi.red 1n "truth 1n lending"
laws than in abortion laW's. Among0 ther things, a purchaser has three days to
ponder an asreement to purchase a vacuum cleaner or take a mortgage even after
signing 'the agre~m(!:ntt while the US cour ts have persistently struck. down any
lavs about informed consent on abortion. and abortioo8 are perforaed within
minutes of agreeing to them.
In conn~ction with the opposition of pro-abortion forces to laws that would
require that women seeking abortions be. informed about the procedure. and about
what the unborn looks like. Erdahl (1986) asks. "Is such legislation llIOre
sinister than 'truth in lending' laws~ demanding that borrowers be told what
they are doing? Ie it unfair to require that persons considering actiona to
end the lives. of tbeir unborn be fully informed concerning abortion and of all
alternatives •.•tt~t are available? .•We had three days in which to chanae ou~
mind,. following-the purchase of .a vacuW1\ cleaner and a similar wait following
applica-tion for a mortgage loan. With laws prescribing tiIM for 'second
thoughts' concernillg Buch relatively trivial matterst isn't it also equally
approprdat.e to require a period for reflection concerning all d,cisions related
to life and death?" (p . 47).
*l'he National Association for Retarded Cituens hit a low with one of the
major themes of its campaf.gn to prevent mental retardation. Its slogan was
IILa,.;:t year 100.000 babies were born mentally ret arded , 50,000 didn't b4ve to
be. H what an unfortunate slogan at a time when abortion ill hlP-risk groups is
as high ale 70%. The slogan is not even too far removed from ideas of
L.f4rti::.i.dE'~ again at a time when infanticide of handicapped newborns is almost
normative, especially in some of our most prominent university hospitals,
Sometimes. the slogan has been accompanied by the picture of a newborn baby
and ynu almost wonder whether that is the baby that should not have existed.
*It is amazing to contemplate that only one stngle federally~funded family-
planning agency in the US offers adoption services! Unfortunately, the motives
seem very mixed: it apparently is meant to undercut abortion opponents who.
if they were picketing the agency. would appear to be opposina adoption
(Newsweek. 28/4/86).
,f
*Shady Grove Adventist Hospital in Gaithersburg. MD, haa allowed leci'oad
trimester abortions (Pro-Life Non-Violent Action Project, Thanksgiviaa, 1985).
*A Vancouver social worker refused to follow an order to issue and sign
documents that would have covered a client's abortion expense I • and _.
subsequently fired. She is 8uing for reinstatement and damaael (PLN, Spring 86).
*The country of Bhutan has long had • custom of reckoning ~be life of
people from their conception rather than from their birth. Thia custos baa
apparently contributed considerably to resistance against abortion <!WI.
9 & 10/86).
*In Swede~,all abo~tions must be performed in a hospital with "neutral
counselors" available to advise women. in order to eliainate conflicts of
interest that might exist otherwise, as when counselors are employed by
abortion clinics (f!, 10/9/86).
1:"'")•.••• ,t:.f ••..•.
*Amaterialistic utilitaria.n:l.e.m eva.luat es p,~ople according to the benef'Lt;s
that they can bring to' others. During Wor.ldWar n; some of the German concan-
trat Lon camps used the bones and ashes of their vi':t~lms to fert:Uize cabbage
fields. Today, the bodies of aborted fetuB"H:j have bean used for i:t '~fi:B:i~'ty\\t
utilitarian purposes ~ ranging frotil reaearch to uti.li~Uitiol.) 01: organs or' f~,tal
cells. .Actually" if one utililes the bodies of the people one kills for
utilitarian purposes) one can make a much at.ronger point to!:' fertHizitlg
cabbages with th$!lU than for cannibe.liz.~,.ng their 1:wdiC::ii :J..nmH,' tllore ecientiU.c
ways.
*A:pparantly the bodies of aborted fetulles are i..v:reasingly b~ing used in.
a utilitarbn fashion as tissue or argan GJOUrCebi In Jn€:d:i.I,;aJ th<n::npeuti~;;.g. For
instance, after the 5/86 RuasLan nucl.ear rem...t.or d1..I?-.!c"lStf1:r ~ both Rus;d~n phydci;a1'l.s
and the American physician (G.-l1e) who helped them have used live!:.' transp1a.ntf.!
from aborted fetuses in order to treat people &gainC:iI,; 1'stdiat:Lon damage. LlyerE
from fet.uses aborted in the second td.nleeter are ~'univ~~:rBa1.donor-s" to t>apla\~0
the bone marrow' of people with l:adlation sicknes6 (~ciel~~ 4/7/86).
*According to one report (Ame-ricane Ur-•..i ted for l.ife Newsletter. 1980. 1(2) ~
p , 2) ne.•••born "anencephafIc" children .h&;I:;-'8.18o·alre8.d~~'Guuaed-&8 kidne.y-
"doncr s , II Apparently, an otherwise 8tHl living c.hUrl v.lth thif.i condition :h.
declared "brain-dead" because of the sbaence (and/or dis:functional:ity) of thiS
upper brain centers, the cerebrum, even though the lOl\o"el' brain cent.er s may he
present and functioning. This then permlts the e~vloitat.i(}n. of the body Ln t.he;
sa:m~fagh-ton a'll the body of 8. person might be "harveat.ed" for parts if th,:; pii.H"\\i:m
had died suddenly, as in an automobile accident.
*There is an "explosion" of efforts to treat all sorts of human ailments
through lnjec:.tion or f.mpiantation ;:>f leta,!, cells, almost :llw~~ri'lhlyderIved fron<
aborted human. fetuses. Fetal ce.l.Ls are neLrher as yet highly diUt!r~~ntiated.
nor have they acquired a.ll aorta of iml!11Jn:t ties. Therefore. they (a) tend to
adapt well 11'1 a suitable new envf.rcnment , and (b) bring with them thei.r
u'emendous growth and adspt.att ..;m.!ll pct:~!n~;i.6.1. A.$ we have pci.ntti!.d (IUt before ~
this is yet ano cher utilit,at'.tan exp.loit:atiO'u of a'Oorti.'::!llB. An integl.'"Unu8
response would be to refuse treatment: t.nat; der tves from the willfuJJ.y
inflicted death of other human bei~gs. .
*It Me been IH:t:d!.cted (ThO:lFUt'iJrl.st. 4!fYi..) tht'.t heaht t:i!>H'J.U~ tr>tnsfeys
may be developed w1thin 5-10 years. '-such pt'oceduX'eBp!~y he (,aHi!d bra:ht trans-
plants but are really neural or possibly brain tiSSI.!t:< trf.!Mplant8. There is
speculation that such tissues m:lght be transplanted. to people t<Jho have suffer.ed
brain injury, who are retarded~ or who are senile. 'However, M far~ only fetd
neural tissues w:f..ll survive such transplants.' What. aU th;tEl meane is thatiUOst
likelY'. if such transplants are ever conducted, th;£,o neural tisBues will come frmn
aborted human fetuses. If brain tissue tranapl ..a't!ta become a proven success ~ thi~n
it is very likely that the neural tissue will coae from aborted hu.man fetuses.
(SQurce item from Jack Pealer)
ffPrec.iae facts are hard to come by ~ hut it appear a that aborted fgi::al
material has been commet'cially bought and sold .for.r~fj;eO!.u:t.h em htH:r..~ri()1(>gicll1
warfare. It is reported that the District of Columbia General Hospital has eold
aborted fetuses, that abortionistshav,t encouraged aboxt Lons among their weHarlfl,
clients :LX1 order to obtain fetal mnteri..e.l for sale .. and thnr ~'l.b<H:t..ed fetn.l it,~t~ir.:L!tl
has been bought and imported from Japan fo:r.~eBeatch by fifty ell: so P.meri,call
research hospitals; governaent agencies and cO!O.PG.nie~.
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*A 1984 Fnnch book (English title~ Tx'affickers 1;)£ the Unborn) documented
the ~owmeI'dal traffic. in aborud babt~e ·ior-~e-In-co;me.ficg,-;;"-0.10. a 1984
a:tt1cle j;.nan AUiStri.an periodical entlt'led Ekarus , At least one US cosmetic
firm luia admittteq ir.nporting cosmetics C{mt<till:i_:;;:i-colla.g~n. frOOt aj;l(}.rt~cl babi.!?e
for sale in the. US under the name C&1.ifornia. Eiilthe:':lq'u~. We have re;pot'teci on
th1$ pi:'ohhm earH~r. and have to repeat that there continues to pn:1fail
considera.ble ambiguity about whether some cosmet.Lc product s either made or ecId.
iu No~tQ .ameX'ic.a coutadn abor ted fetal tLsaue (P"Ll!. 1 f. 2/86).
*Abo'ttions have nQurbhed in. Jape.il Htr,(.e the end of :World War II, but WlIlY
parent.s BUll have severe guilt after an abortion. ManyBuddhist teJllPles have
b~gun to exploit that guilt by offerin.g parents a ritual of expiation-usually
at the cost: of a few hundred cic,11n!'a. Tnt;! parents cone to the temple where a
amaH ~tllt\.l;:; of their aborted child is exec t~:d;. {).r:te,ll dr eased in va.rioue chUdren 1s
cloth(6:$~ and accomp.aubd. hy tOYIlI. SO'mf.l:1 handbills have wartM;td people that failure
to appease the spJrit 0·£ the dead fetu,8 could lead to all sorts of ill health and
ill fm:ttlllE! (Qenot~~f!'~e~ p~.~ 117/8S; S0tJrCe iteir. ir c'm John Y.orr:t3).
~ln Engl.:mo., Ca.;:~adianartist Ri~:k Gibson has been rodkin.g woment So earrings
out of 'buaan fetuses of about: the 11th week of ges cae tcn, of uncer catn, possibly
Indian} origi.us (Pe£E.le. 26:/5/86; source ite.m from Hartin Elks).
)'fAhighly sYil'iooUC perver sdon involve.a the conversion of a matet'n:lty·'
hospital into a.n abortiQn clinic. beeause of the decline in the birth rate
accompanied by th~ tnerease in the rate of abortions. Such an event vividly
unde:d.ines how human servtces are rea.lly deeply influenced by economic motives.
in that.a aerv~c~ that can proclaim itself &s being life-creating oue moment
wiLL UU8cl:upulol1.s1y turn around and become a death-mak1ng serll'ic~, if the
econcay of the service field changes so as to put the economic advantage into
that sector •
•The Reproduc.tive Biology Associates Clinic. Ln Atlanu, GA, keeps more than
100 hl.lm.3u embryos frc~en :t.n Lt.s deep fre~~~r (Sun, 25/11/86; source item frOID
H(:)ttiu Elka). ' --,
*10 1973. a ~'-o1.l'i~:nwho had never be~.w,pregu8i:lt. p'resentt!d herself for pregnancy
tests at a series of pd,vatc clinics in Br.ttain where abortions were being
perft1~d. In ~v&r)' i.nstanc~J (~) ahe ""as e:lf.a>nirtedand declared to be pregnant.
(b) an ;toortion 'Naill auggested. and ({:) e'NH::y gyneco:togiat who eXllmined her was
prepared to perform theebortion. At the EUilne time. she found that some
gynecologists whQp~t'formed abortions ~ even on prestigiotts Harley Street, soId
the fetuses to cot!i.1!lercial fimS! (~q-I.i~ie Newst 9/85, p. 13).
-Jmti-ab\.1.ftton partiea have accused the Upjohn Companyof conducting
}.~e~~i;;:rchOP Ii fir-gt trirJc!Jtet' abortif~~4:;lent drug. Upjohn stated in late 1985
that, it had ceased all such research and had no plans for developing a Ilh01ll.e
,lbot"tiou kit. II HC:lwe.ver f it failed to own up to the fact that it has been funding
ocher pat:tieG b) do research on such chemicals, as evidenced b)T .th~. May 1985
ar tLcLe ·:f.nObstetrics & GynecoloiY wM.ch reported that 55 of 60 pregnant women
who used !l!UPI}Osftot'ies p~oaue6d and supplied by Upjohn had usucceesfull! abortions.
Upjohn.has d~o indicated its willing.1iiis8 to Bell the raw materials for such
product s to others who .would label and market the product, with Upjohr!ts n81l\€l
not .appeai!:ing on it. (Clippings frow. John Morris.) However. chances are that
the public in. general will not care in th1! least what Upjohn does.
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Developments Related to Social Role Valorbation or S,e:r:;r1ce Assek>sm;ent
*We have decided to try to carry at least a few it~~8 in every TIPS issue.
that have a bearing on Social Role Valorization or its assessment via the
PASS or PASSING iustruments.
*'l:he 1mporteillC~ of a valued work role for adults--eveu if it is net paid
employment--was pointed out in the 17i2/S7 episode of the NBC television series,
"Remington Steele.1f Mr. Steele had just inherited an ancient castle in Ireland.
complete witp an extensive staff--and mountainous debts. In fact. nOlle of the
castle staff bad been paid in years, but they had all contiilued to do their
jobs. When Steele asked the head butler why they had done 80. the butler r.epl.:i.eRt
"It's better to have a job that doesn't pay than not to have a job at al1.n We
com.mend thb to the contemplation of our friendl'l who lllaybe tempted to promote
oolI full-time and well-paid·work for handicapped peopl1il, aIld to thoBe who have
fallen for related al.ogans , In our contemporary economy, full-time well-paid
work is simply not going to be avaf.LabIe to a large propor cIon of handi.capped
people. and whiJ.e it is certainly something to strive for ~ valued, ,!!..l!Paid
adult roles should not be dismissed out of hand.
*Oue of the hC!'lIlelesep ople of the streets that we know who participatee in
a meal hospitality program with other such people has remarked t:bat be does not
like to be in the presence of "too many handicapped people." In fact. as
hungry 48 he usually is. he will refuse to stay and share the meal if there is
more than one person in a wheelchair present. As he puts it. "1 can't take
two people in wheelchairs." This certainly is a very straightforward exQlple
of the, phenomeaon of overloading the assimilation potential of a person, group
or a neighborhood.
*Yet another rather cloying euphemiS1l1 for being handicapped that has
t'eared its truly ugly head is "differently abled." It sounds a little bit
like calling a f1tarving Third World nat Lon a "developing na.tion. II
*He1en Cbang is a clothing designer who t.Tould like to be known as a
dee1gner of clothing for handicapped people. UnfortunatelYf she draws
heavily on material such ae polyester, double-knits and stretch denims.
(Ed1l1oriton CAN{;;'waletter. Spl'itig 86).
*Talk ' about deviant person congrege t ton and juxtapoflitton! The Ontario
Minbtry. of COtlIlIl'Uoity and Social Sl!rvices assemhled 11,000 (I) children and
youths that fall under its jurisdict!.on (therefore primarily handicapped,
deUnque.nt, etDOtional1y disturbed or in need of supervision) to see a baseball
8~e in T9ronto. The expenses were covered by the Variety Club. said to ,be the
wol'ld's largest "children's charity." 1986 ·was the fourth year in a row for
thi9 extravaganza (Whig-Standard, 10/7/86; eource item from Muriel Clarke-
Bee.chey).
*Whfi!n. one is hard of hearing, one wants others to speak l~ud andcl.a-r.
'l'hus) SHll is not a part'icularly adept acronytll for a self-help group for the
hard of hearing.
_. :w -
R.esources
nOne of our friends in England: Chris Gathnc-.ole~ has begun t~ publish an
occasdonal, n.ewsletter. on deathmaking of devalued people, inchl,ding in and by
human servtces , with special emphasis on developments in Britain. The newslettet'
:is called "Speak Out t II and we highly l~(;commend it to anyone b Britain) or who does
occasional work in Britain. Contact Chris Gathercole. at Oakenhut'IiJt Road,
Bl&ckbur.n, England HB2 IPF.
*Waysand Means is a mtni-departmfHlt atoze (with !!laB order busmesa) in
Birmingham. t{[, that was founded to sell items that are useful to "le88 than
perfect" people or- .•to put it another way--to extend the capab:Uities of people,
Many of these items are 'Useful to non-handdcapped people. Write to 299 West
Maple. Birmingham, MI 48174,
~There b a National Legal Center for the Medically Dependent end Disabled
in Terre Haute. IN. that publishes a periodical entitled Issues 1-0Law.~
Medicine.
*A,Pps,ltive AP2r0.\i:ch is a new magadne for mostly physically handicapp~d
people which we much prefer to the Disabilit1RaS. because it takelil a joyful
and constructive approach to life. It contains relevant news, resources.
personal etoriq, etc. (1600 Malone Street. Municipal Airportt Millville, ·NJ
08332. $10/year t $16 Canad.Ian)
Signs.of the Time!
*The vacuity of modern art was dramatically exposed when three head
carvings were drad8~d from an Italian river by the house whne Mt}di811ani had
had his studio in 1909. The three heads were i.t.twl~diatelydec1a.rltd genuine by
the world'g art experts who said things such as the following about them: "In
these two scabroue s tones there ig the Annuncf.atIon t there is the Presence •••
sketched out 80 roughly yet eo iUuminatinglyand [witti! an inner radUnce,
like a pilot light in the night." The curator of a Modi.gliani show at Rome . .
wrote: "Modigliani did not bet ray the t1lSte.rial. These atcnes have a soul."
A student of econoef.cs and one of engineering then broke thc! news that 8S
a jok.e, they had curved oue of the heads in a few hours and thrown them into the
river to be found. The art wvtld refused to believe th:1.s even though the
students had'documented the event. The eltperts challenged the students to prove
that they could carve such a head~ and they di.d so with the crudest of tools in
no time flat. Sttll t the local mayor aat d that he would bel:1eve the students
more 'readily had they been Longahoremeninstead cf "papa \s boys , It Forthwith.
a longshoreman announced that he had carved the two other heads in less than half
anhour and planted them to be "found" in order to expose the "shallowness and
arrogance of the so-called experts and d:t.ctators of modern taste.1f Even w;.th
all .this incontrovertible evidence, many of tbe experts were too embarrasl!load
still to admit their mistake (P~t'adet 312/85) .•
I!While farmers are driven to bankruptcy, a person who singe connnercial
j1.tlg1ea for. radio or '1'11can have an annuaf Income in the f,;l.X H8ut'!.~8 (NewBWeii:tk~
(. . .
12/1/87) •
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*It is eati~ated that there are 500~OOO people in New York City infected
with the AIDS vtrus , equivalent to 1O;t of all adults.
t1cThere have been announcements recently that a new type of AIDS has been
discovered that is not always pLcked up by standard AIDS antibody tests.
Readers 'should be v~ry 6k.eptical. We have noted before that the AIDS virus
mutates v~ry rapidlYJ and that in a sense. every person who has AIDS bas a
different kind of AIDS anyway, Thus J the discovery is peculiarly deceptive in
not coming out strai.ghtforwardly in linking the "new AIDS virus" to the already
~ell-known mutagenicity of AIDS. There could very well be all sorts of other
mutation$ that will require a constant parallel race to deve.lop ever more tests
to ph~k up th~' nev ~ut.unts.
*Even thougb donated bloo~ 1s now teated for AIDS. a small proportion of
hl.ood products SliP~1 through the screening. Thus s there is still a small
possibility that one may get AIDS from blood products. Conceivably, the risk
could go up if new AIDS forms deve l.opwhich are not fast enough caught by
detectin3 methods.
:l4It ha~ been propoeed to establish regional hospitals under 'federal auspices
for people wi.th AIDS. If this were done, it certainly would dislocate people
with AIDS from thdr relationships, and probably accelerate their deaths
tScie.nce, 27/2/87).
*F1ans ha"o)c been diaclosed to set up 12 apartments in London for people
with AIDSt ill order to give a break to those who are taking care of them,
These places are being referred to aa "safe havena" and "ssfe flata" because
their Locat Lons will be kept secret in order to prote.ct the residents from
violence or harassment frvm the public , (De.lli..l1!!!, 6/3/87 t source item from
Paul W1l1:l.aml.')
*Women are now being advised to have an abortion if they believe they have
been exposed to the AIl)S virus ~ even. if it Ls not known whether they have
contracted the df seaae , (Source clipping fr~1mElbabeth S. Carmichael)
*Jo'uneralparlors have either refused to bury people who died of AIDS~ or
have charged above-n!)!'mal fee~. A N.:.w York court ruLed that discimlnation
does not end with death, and that such practices are therefore disci1llinatory,
(Source Hem from Griff Hogan)
*The acronye ARC has always had a posit.ive connotation, sounding similar
to ark and arch. But now comes AIDS-Related. Complex. which has begun to be
called ARC. ~b•..' knovs , maybe t.he Association for Retarded Citizens will
change its lUUltC quickly.
*A Boston feminist group has recommended that tho$e of its members who
have venereal disease and do not want to be identified 88 having it use false
nam~s and pay for health IJervices witn c3sh 60 as not to be traclulble (flee
About J..2lLU.!~t ,1 & 2/87).,
"We ahou.l.d be aware. that the "safe sex" cat!lpaign is merely yet another
daccpr.Lon in f.i lon.g series of such. The precaut Ione which are recommended
do drauulti<:ally reduce the likelihood of catching an infection.,-but they
by no means eHndnate it,
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Other New. from the Medical Scene
••.. _.....,..., •••••. .- . II .";,,.-
*The 26/1i87 cever story of Newsweek was 01\ the current. status of medicine.
The story tried to interpret oodern'med1cine and its complexitie.s in waYtl ti'"st
might be understood by intelligent readers. and it provided a wealth of infct1M-
tion, though it would have to be censf.dered incomplete from our tnrerpret Ive
perspective. One of the conclusions to be drawn i8 actually an old one: the
medical,care system in developed countries is poorly understood from a systems
perspective.
Some people have been denying that malpractice suits have been increaaing
in medicine. Newsweek says that in only 7 yeara, the rate went up about 700%
and the average jury award went from $166,000 in 1974 to $1,180JOOO in 1985.
However. while malpractice UileQ to iutply n&alilenCe 01' error, today it 11 betn$
claiMd when there is no lIIIOre thaI) a b,ad outc<.Qe. .
People intereeted in aedieal deathllakina w:f.l1 find plantyof relev~nt
statistics in this article. It confirmed that more people are going to have
life 8upports withdrawn because of cost considerations; and this will involve
paxt!cularly elderly people. By 1982! total UShealth care spending for the first
ti~e exceeded rox of the gross national product. It ia interesting to note; that
the article considered the development of federal reimbursement of medical costs
fot' those unable to pay under a "diagnosis-related groups" fixed fee system a
~jor positive breakthrough; those who stand in solidarity with the poor have
learned to see it as a major deathmaking impetus. The article 'observed &fitutely
that "a market-driven medicine will flee from the poor." even though poor'
patients are sicker than middle class ones. Well concealed in US government
finan,ciog of health care is the fact that it devotes about twice as much
fimmcial supp.ort to subsidizing people of mesns as to the poor. One way in
which h09pitals have begun to get rid of the poor is by simply not offarina any
emergency aerv:lces. The arti,cIe crassly endorsed spending limited resourcee on
lithe living rather than the nearly departed," and in response to the potential
accusation of playing God, it added blasphemously that "nobody kn,owa what God
Himself thinks of all this."
Since the late 19709. thOle surgical procedures that are )BOBt beneficial
financially for the surgeons have shown the fastest rate of increase. A third
of America's physicians receive a periodic.al, called M(;:dical Economics. which
tells them how to manage their mouey. including how toiiWe~twerr:--The article
observed that in medicine, doing the right thing often does not pay very well--
obviously Ii great disincentive.
One of the things beli~ed to instill a subtle form of antipathy to
patients is overwork among health workers. such as young physicians. Th1e is
exemplified in some of the language young medical personnel use during the:1.r
training. Being given an assignment is said to bea "hit;" a patient admitted
in seri,cue illness is called a "hurt mell because the resident assigned to the
patient may have to give up personal plans for the next several days.
*H1-tech medicine is becoming 80 organ-hungry that in Germany, when
university clinics hear of somebody dylng ~o is perceived as poneaains
promiaing needed organs, they may request th.t the critically ill person be
moved to their hospital, so that if the person should die. they can quickly
use the orga.ns. What this means i8 that a cl':iticallyill penoll may be moved
at precisely a time when such a move is extremely bad for theperson'e health
and may virtually assure that death wil~in fact, soon occur (AZ Munich.
26/11/86; source item from Gunnar Dybwad).
"H~USEKEEPING ANNOUNCEMENTS" -NEXT-TO-LAST-
TIPS Editorial.Policy. TIPS c~mes out every other month, and contains articles,
news, insights, reviews and viewpoints that relate to the interests and mission of
the Training Institute. At the present, this mission has to do with reading "the
Signs of the times." and interpreting their meaning for human services. While TIPS
is mostly concerned with phenomena and developments that have to do with human ser-
vices, reading and telling the "signs of the times'; necessitates that· TIPS also
address some of the larger issues which affect our society and the quality of life
on earth,as well as the ways in which decisions are made in our society, because
~h~se higher-order phenomena will eventually express themselves in human services
in various ways, including in human service values and funding. Usually, each TIPS
issue will focus primarily on one specific theme. TIPS addresses relevant develop-
ments whenever and wherever they occur, so disclosures of adaptive or horrific
developments promoted by a particular political party or government should not be
taken as partisan political statements. We assume that subscribers are people who
lead hard lives struggling against great odds, and are aware vf many shortcomings
in human services. Thus, we try to inject levity into TIPS so as to make sub-
scribers' lives more bearable (or less unbearable, as the case may be), even if not
deliriously joyful. In fact, the "signs of the timesil are depressing, and thus some
TIPS content is in need of occasional levitation. TIPS tries to report developments
truthfully, but since it gets many items from other sources, it cannot be responsi-
ble for errors contained in original sources. Specific items from TIPS may be ....
reproduced without permission as long as the full TIPS reference is cited/acknOw-
ledged, and as long as only small portions of a TIPS issue are so reproduced.
The Training Institute. The Training Institute for Human Service Planning, Leader-
ship & Change Agentry (TI), directed by Wolf Wolfensberger, PhD, is part of the
Division of Special Education & Rehabilitation of Syracuse University's School of
Education. Dr.Wolfensberger is a professor in the J.1entalRetardatio!l Area of that
Division. Since its founding in 1973, the TI has never applied for federal grants,
and has been supported primarily by fees earned from speaking events and workshops
across the world, and to a small extent from censultations, evaluaticns of services,
and the sale of certain publications and planning and change agentry tools (see
"TI Publications Ii below). TI training has: (a) been aimed primarily at peep.Le who
are or aspire to be leaders and change agents, be they professi"lna1s,public
decision-makers, members of VOluntary citizen action groups, students, etc.; and (b)
primarily emphasized values related to human services, the rendering of compassion-
ate and comprehensive community services, and greater societal acceptance of
impaired and devalued citizens.
Invitation to Submit Items for Publication. We invite submissions of any ttems
suitable forTIPS. These may include "r-av" clippings, "evidence," reviews of
pUblications or human service "products, Ii human service dreams (or nightmares),
service vignettes, aphorisms or apothegms, relevant poetry, satires, cr brief
origi~ articles. We particularly welcome items telling cf positive developments
since bad news is so frequent as to be the norm. Send only material you don't need
back, because you won't get it back. If we don't goof, and if the submitter d_es
not object, submissions that are used will be credited.
~emination of TIPS. Readers are requested to draw the attention of others to
'rIPS. and to encourage them to subscribe. A subscription/renewal form is found on
the back of each issue. Please consider photocopying this form and forwarding it to
potential gubscribers. Also, we appreciate subscribers announcing the availability
Of TIPS wherever appropriate in other newslett~rs and periodicals.
TIPS Baek-Issues Available. TIPS tries to have a supply of back-issues availabl~
t~r new subscribers who wish to complete their set. Let us know what you need4 and
we will negotiate a package price.
TI Publications. The TI sells or recommends a nUIDDer or items re~evant to its
mission, and lists them on a "pub] iestion Ii.flt" which is updated twice a year. If
you want one or IDOl-e ('opien> please let us know.
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" Comp Lete the form below for subscription/renewal/donation/address change (as
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.you to make copies of this form and circulate it to oth-ers who may be interested.
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ret~ed to the sender. Thus, if you change your address without telling us, we
wi11 probably never hear from each other again. We will also not be able to
furnish replacements for old copies lost during your move. However, we will
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